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Author’s Note: In writing this story, I have reached back over 46-years in an 
attempt to recall dates, places, names, and events. In doing so, it has not been 
without error. These are my recollections and mine alone. Any error or omission 
is simply due to this old Senior Chief’s sometimes feeble mind. 
 
In the 22+ years of Naval Service I logged over 6000 flight hours in the P-3 
aircraft. I have flown and worked with the finest naval officers, Naval 
Aircrewman, and maintenance and support personnel. A few are worth noting 
here: To LCDR Hite my first PPC in VP-9 circa 1965-66 who once chewed my ass 
out severely and I never forgot the lesson. To AX2 Mac McCarty my 1st Tech in 
VP-9 Crew 7 who taught me a lot about the P-3. To AT1 Gus AT Shop supervisor 
in VP-9…the finest P-3 avionics technician I ever met. To AMH1 Dan “Boats” 
Beckett in VP-17 the best P-3 Flight Engineer I ever flew with. To the entire  
VP-17 Crew 10 with whom I shared so much. To my life long friends then AW2 
Ron T. Whatley and AW1 Charlie Schoch…we have shared so many laughs and 
tears. To the finest Naval Officer I ever served and flew with then CDR. Dennis 
Graff Commanding Officer VP-47 1976-77 whose leadership always led the way. 
To the P-3 aircraft…the finest aircraft the Fleet has ever operated. To this 
outstanding aircraft and all these outstanding men wherever you may now be I 
wish you Fair Winds and Following Seas. 
 
AWCS Terry B. Burkett, USN Retired 
August 2010 
 
 
In June 1964 almost exactly two weeks after high school graduation, I left for 
Navy boot camp at RTC San Diego, CA. I had long wanted to join the Navy and I 
especially wanted to fly. I knew that my grades in school were not good enough 
to get into any sort of Officer program and my eyesight, while not terrible, did 
require the wearing of glasses. In those days that alone disqualified me from 
becoming a pilot. My recruiter indicated that if I scored well enough on my 
ASVAB tests in boot camp, I’d be able to get into an aviation electronics rating 
and that could lead to my becoming a Naval Aircrewman. I was fortunate as that 
is exactly what happened and led to my over 22-year Naval career. 
 
Upon graduation from boot camp in August 1964, I received orders to Aviation 
Electronics Technician “A” school at Naval Air Technical Training Center (NATTC) 
at NAS Memphis, TN. In August of 1965 I was then assigned to the Golden 
Eagles of Patrol Squadron Nine (VP-9) at NAS Moffett Field, CA. Enroute I went 



through initial aircrew training in VP-31 at NAS North Island, CA and then P-3 
aircrew training in VP-31 Det Moffett. I finally checked aboard VP-9 in late 
October 1965. I was assigned to the AT shop where they had some 90+ AT’s 
and AX’s working day check. It was crowded to say the least. During my first 
week the squadron went into an around the clock exercise as part of preparation 
for a Westpac deployment. I was assigned to work night check with an AT1 as 
the supervisor. His first name was Gus and it fit him perfectly. The week I spent 
following him around and learning from him was to shape my maintenance 
career on the P-3 aircraft. Gus was just excellent and a good teacher. In just that 
one weeks time he taught me sound troubleshooting procedures and how to 
work on the APS-80 radar. I never met another AT that knew more about the 
APS-80 then AT1 Gus. 
 
When the squadron exercise ended, I was assigned as a Radioman in Crew 7. 
During this time, P-3 squadrons had nine aircraft and maintained 12 flight crews. 
A flight crew consisted of the Patrol Plane Commander (PPC), second pilot 
usually designated as a PP2P (a qualification status), a PP3P or NP who served 
as the Navigator, a Tactical Coordinator, a Flight Engineer, 2nd Mech, radioman, 
radar operator, a Julie/ECM operator, JEZ operator, aft observer, and an 
ordancemen. 
 
The P-3 Orion was built by Lockheed Aircraft Company to replace the Navy’s 
aging P-2V Neptune and P5M Marlin fleet. 
The aircraft is designed on the 
commercial Lockheed L-188 Electra 4-
engine turbo prop aircraft. For goo
biography information on the

Lockheed P-3 Orion 

d 
 P-3 visit 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lockheed_P-
3_Orion. First introduced to the fleet in 
August 1962, the aircraft has gone well 
beyond its service life and is still used in a  
limited capacity in the OIF/OEF theaters. In 1965 VP-9 was flying the original P-
3A model with Buno starting with 149xxx and painted in the original white/dark 
blue scheme. At the same time they were also receiving the P-3A Deltic which 
had the first major avionics suite mod for the P-3. 
 
And so it was that in January 1966 VP-9 deployed to Naha AB, Okinawa and 
began a 6-mo Westpac tour under the operational control of 7th Fleet. 
Specifically Commander, Patrol and Reconnaissance Force Seventh Fleet (CTF-
72). This began my first involvement in flying missions in support of Yankee 
Station operations and Operation Market Time during the Vietnam War. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lockheed_P-3_Orion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lockheed_P-3_Orion


On arrival in Okinawa we were 
immediately placed on typhoon 
flyaway alert. The squadron was 
tasked to maintain a 3-plane, 4-crew, 
and maintenance detachment at 
Naval Station Sangley Point, PI. 
When ordered to conduct the 
flyaway, Crew 7 took an aircraft to 
Sangley and began a 10-day det. Our
tasking out of Sangley was to 
augment the deployed P-3 and P

squadrons there in support of flying missions off the coast of South Vietnam a
over the waters of the Gulf of Tonkin known as Yankee Station. The Yankee 
station flights were conducted when the U.S. Navy had no carrier/s and battle 
group/s in the Tonkin Gulf. I
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Aerial View NS Sangley Pt P.I. 
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Yankee Station missions were always flo
in the hours of darkness. We would takeoff 
from Sangley around 1800 and make a 3-hr
transit across the South China Sea to an in-
chop point roughly parallel to the DMZ. 
While on station we conducted a set box-
shaped flight pattern and used our 
surveillance radar to plot surface contacts, 
make a flyover of them, and attempt to
as friendly or as foe. This was an ominous 
task at night and if we came across 
surface contact that was underway withou
navigation lights we would use our 
searchlight to light’em up and attempt to 
ID. The P-3 at that time carried a powerful  
searchlight on the most outboard starboard wing 
station that was controlled from the cockpit by the pilot in the right seat using a 
joy stick. From an altitude of 500 ft (the lowest we were allowed

Yankee Station 

u
It also made us a very vulnerable target. 
 
Our onstation time on a Yankee Station mission was about 6-hours. This allow
for the 3-hour transit time each way and put the aircraft at the outer limit of its 
endurance. It was normal practice that once on station tactically, we went to 
what was known as 2-engine loiter. This was the practice of shutting down th
two outboard engines on each wing to conserve fuel and was usually done by 



first shutting down the #1 engine on the port wing, burning off more fuel to 
reduce weight, and then shutting down #4 on the starboard wing. This greatly 
extended the range and endurance of the P-3. From takeoff to landing these 
ankee Station missions, as all missions in support of the war, were 12+ hours in 
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At this time, the P-3 carried no defensive or offensive weapons other than four
MK-52, 250 lb. depth bombs carried in the bomba
w
both Yankee Station and Market Time missions.  
 
We were never alone when on Yankee Statio
VQ-1 flying the EC-121 Super Connie was always
station flying well above us doing its job of 
gathering eLINT and providing a radar cap. We 
could easily communicate with the crew of the EC-
121 via UHF radio and often exchanged tactical 
information with them. One night they saved our six 
by providing a communication relay of our hourly 
position and tactical reports we were required to 
make. It was my job to make these reports via HF radio using either uncovered 
TTY, voice USB, or CW (Morse code). On this particular mission the atmospher
conditions were such that I had no co

Lockheed EC-121

c
those that were doing our flight following. 
 
A word or two about flight following is appropriate here. When a US military 
aircraft transited over open ocean waters, their position was always tracked via 
system of US Air Force Airways reporting stations. In the Pacific, and particularly 
in Southeast Asia, these airways reporting stations were located at Kadena AB
Clark AB, and Tan Son Nhut AB in South Vietnam. When our flight plan was filed, 
the appropriate station had a copy of that and new we would be going from 
Point A to Point B, going tactical (off airways) for a period of time, and then at
predetermined time would be rejoining them for flight following to our ultimate 
destination usually our home base. When reporting to these stations we gave 
them our position in latitude/longitude, the time at that position, our altitude, ou
airspeed, and our estimated time at our next reporting position. It was a good 
system. When we went tactical, we were flight followed by whatev
o
a pretty good idea where you were…well approximately anyway. 
 
There were a few anxious moments on a Yankee Station mission. The most 
amusing is the last one my crew flew in 1966. We were tasked as usual, bu
briefed to expect that the USS Midway with her Carrier Air Wing aboard would 



in-chopping to Yankee Station and when they did so our mission would be 
complete and we were to depart the area and return to home base. We knew 
the time Midway would be on station and in fact watched her progress in doing 
so via our radar. All of a sudden we were surrounded by aircraft flying in all sor
of directions and in fact came extremely close to having a mid-air with o
them. When we got back to base and debriefed, we found out that as soon a
the Midway reached her in-chop point she launched missions. This
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would not have been so close in to her as she arrived on station. 
 
Operation Market Time was the U.S. Navy’s effort to halt the flow of supplies to 
North Vietnamese (NVM) forces via the sea. Under command of what eventually
became COMNAVFORVIETNAM, the operation was directed to be established by 
JCS in late 1964/early 1965. It involved U.S. Navy surface and air assets along 
with U.S. Coast Guard Cutters patrolling the coastal waters (out to 100nm)
the Cambodian border, around the southern tip of South Vietnam, to Danang. 
The North Vietnamese were known to use small coastal trawlers to insert 
supplies to their forces in the south and did so e
h
attempts of resupply by the NVM from the sea. 
 
The air assets from CTF-72 flew round-the-clock Market Time missions from N
Sangley Pt, P.I., a seaplane anchorage off Danang, Tan Son Nhut AB, Cam Ranh 
Bay SVN, and U-Tapao AB in Thailand. Considering the amount of ocean that 
had to be patrolled the U.S. Navy P5M Marlin seaplane, Lockheed P2V-7, and
Orion squadrons provided the extended range and radar coverage the Market 
Time surface forces needed to do their job. The entire Market Time area of 
operations was broken up into sectors with specific assets dedicated to each
these. VP-9 flew Market Time missions from NS Sangley Pt first in late 1964 in
1965. When flown during the hours of darkness, the P-3 carried paraflares 
(magnesium flares) which were launched from inside the aircraft and used t
illuminate a surface contact that was moving without it’s navigation lights on and
did not correctly respond when challenged by a predetermined code sig
flashed to it via an Aldis Lamp. It was the P-3 crew radioman’s responsibility to 
flash the code signal at the target when directed to by the PPC. A very 
unfortunate accident occurred with one VP-9 crew during that 64/65 deploymen
when a flare that was being launched ignited inside the aircraft resulting in the 
loss of the crew and aircraft.  Because of this tragic accident, these fl
n
weapons rack on the outboard most weapons station on each wing. 
 
We made good use of the magnesium flares. Since these Market Time m
were flown 24/7, it was not unusual to be on station during the hours of 
darkness. Any air or surface friendly asset operated without any sort of 



navigation lights on when on station in a patrol area. As on Yankee Station, if we
came upon a surface contact that was running without lights there was a code 
that was flashed to them by an Aldis lamp and if they did not respond or did so 
incorrectly then we would drop two or three flares in an attempt to identify th
contact. From an altitude of about two or three thousand feet, these flares 
provided enough illumination as to light the surface underneath as if it were 
daylight. On one such night time mission, my crew decided to light up a contact 
that did not respond to the code challenge. We had been talking via UHF radio 
with a U.S. Navy Destroyer Escort that was also operating in the area. When the
flares ignited, the radio lit up with all sorts of colorful sailor talk as it was the DE
that was illuminated. The ships skipper was very upset that we had lit them off 
and he had to replace all of his deck watc
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responding to our initial code challenge. 
 
In January 1967 VP-9 returned home to NAS Moffett Field thus ending my first 
Westpac cruise. During this deployment my crew had flown over 200 combat 
flight hours so each crewmember was awarded the Navy Air Medal. I remaine
with VP-9 until November 1967 when I was transferred to VP-50 for a short stay 
before being transferred in January 1968 back to NATTC to attend Advanced 
Aviation Electronics “B” School. I started the course of instruction in February as
I recall and during my training I had passed the advancement test for ATN2
(Aviation Electronics Technician 2nd Class Petty officer). Early in 1968 the Nav
announced its intention to create a new rating designated as Aviation Anti-
Submarine Warfare Operator (AW). This was to be made up initially of 3000 
applicants chosen from the aviation electronics ratings. The AW rating was 
established in September 1968 and I was one of the initial cadre. Being an AW 
assured one that you would be assigned to a land-based patrol, sea-based a
s
the end of my school training I received orders to VP-1
 
VP-17 at this time was undergoing transition from the 
P-2V7 to the P-3B aircraft  and also making a h
port change from NAS Whidbey Island, Washing
NAS Barbers Point, Hawaii. This was quite an 
undertaking as all flight crew and maintenance 
personnel (officer and enlisted) had to go through 
extensive training at VP-31 Det Moffett. If you had 
previous P-3 experience such as myself, then your time 
a
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The aircraft assigned to VP-17 were all coming out of Paint 
and Repair (PAR) completed at the aircraft rework facility 
NAS Alameda, CA. The nine aircraft we received over a 
eriod of 5- to 6-months in 1968/69 were already veterans 

me to get an aircraft coming from 
AR back into an Alpha status meaning that all airframe and electronic systems 
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having been the P-3B’s that VP-48 at NAS Moffett Field had 
been flying. VP-48 was moving to the P-3C aircraft. 
 
 
It took a good deal of ti
P
required for full operational missions were nal. With my previous P-3 

 the AT shop and also maintenance experience, I was assigned to work o
assigned as the radioman for Crew 10. 
 
From December 1967 through July 1968  
VP-17 went through the rigors of preparing for a 
Westpac deployment. In August 1968 we deployed to
MCAS Iwakuni, Japan. Our main task during this 
deployment was to provide open ocean surveillanc
and air anti-submarine warfare capability in the Sea 
of Okhotsk, Sea of Japan, the far western Pacific off 
th
of the South China Sea. Additionally, we pro
augmentation to Patrol Squadrons operati
Vietnam that were conducting Market T
 
There were three significant events for m
while on this deployment. First, my crew
was ordered to Cam Ranh Bay in early 
November 1968. My brother Lt.Col Kenneth 
Burkett was on an Army Advisory team 
working in the area of Pleiku, SVN. Ken 
arranged an R&R to come to Cam Ranh Bay 
and be with me four days. He stayed in the 
enlisted barracks with me and the crew. I 
received permission to bring him along on 
two Market Time missions we flew during those four days. The officers of m

de  
ut of Cam Ranh Bay, South 
erations. 

Aerial view MCAS Iwakuni

Brothers in Vietnam

crew treated Ken with respect and proper military courtesies as he out-ranked 
th
smack dab in the middle of a war. When I was 6- or 7-years old, Ken gave me 
my first bicycle a “Western Flyer.” He was and is one of my heroes. Those  
4-days together in Vietnam are etched in my memory forever and I am thankful
 



Later in this deployment, my crew again was sent to Cam Ranh Bay. One nigh
the Viet Cong (VC) in the area lobbed several rockets into the Army Replacement 
Battalion area at Cam Ranh. This was their way of welcoming the “newbies” to 
the war. Those of us with aircraft on the Navy flight line had a fly-away plan in 
effect if the base went to Condition Red which it did during this rocket attack. 
Our job was to man-up the last squadron aircraft we had flown in, takeoff as 
quickly as possible, and fly to an area off the coast and wait until the all clear 
was given.  Well with no electrical power and in the middle of the night it was 
chaos. We only had two pilots man our aircraft and we taxied and took off within 
just a few minutes. Approximately three to four minutes after takeoff we g
fire warning on our #3 engine. I was ordered to get out of my seat and t
look at the engine through the over-the-wing hatch. I could see no smok
visible evidence of fire. In accordance with normal emergency procedures, the 
cockpit crew had feathered (shutdown) the engine, discharged fire retardant in
the engine, but the fire warning went off again. Again, a visual inspection 
revealed no fire. The fire retardant from #4 engine was transferred and 
discharged into engine #3. Finally the fire warning ceased. At this point 
procedures called for landing the aircraft as soon as possible. We entered the 
landing pattern at Cam Ranh and by this time the base had gone to Condition 
Green (all clear). The fun was not over though. We had taken off in an aircraft 
that had a max fuel load onboard. At this time the P-3 had no fuel dumping 
capability so we were faced with making a very over weight landing. This is a 
perilous and dangerous situation because of the stresses placed on the airframe 
and landing gear. Fortunately Cam Ranh Bay had one of the longest and widest 
runways I had ever flown from and our PPC was able to literally hold the airc
off the runway until it just quit flying and we still had runway left to get the
aircraft stopped. It was one of the best jobs of piloting
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ever made in a P-3. This particular trawler continued his transit through the 

o
the starboard over-the-wing hatch and climbed on to the nacelle of #3 engine. 
He reached down and removed an oil cooler vent plug that we had failed to 
remove before flight. The oil in the engine overheated and caused the fire 
warning. Another hard lesson was learned that night. 
 
Later during our augmentation period our crew was standing Ready Alert duty 
when we ordered to launch, fly out 100nm due east of Danang, look for and 
track until relieved a suspected infiltration trawler coming down from the north
We arrived on station and quickly picked up the contact, identified him as a
infiltrator, and took up a race track pattern flying around him. We were on top
this guy for some 13-hours before relieved and landed back at Cam Ranh with 
almost no fuel remaining. Our total flight time was 14.1 hours…the longest flight 
I 
South China Sea and went dead-in-the-water approximately 50nm east of 
Singapore where it remained for several days. It then began a move back to 



South Vietnam and when it became apparent that he was making a run for the 
each, Market Time surface assets engaged him and blew him out of the water. 

t to 

r forces for battles in the south. The Ho Chi Minh Trail 
as well established and they continued to attempt infiltration from the sea. 
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at my daughter was born in San Jose, 
A on December 18th. 
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aining Group Det Moffett at NAS Moffett Field, CA. I never again 
ew missions during the war in Vietnam. 

cts and your six. Did we face the dangers a 
runt did? Hell no…we had our own. The squadron we relieved in 1970 lost two 

 crews to suspected AA fire from an island off Cambodia. It was 
as war! So it was that I again was awarded my second Air Medal 

for flying combat missions. Were we in-country vets? To many that were not at 
Cam Ranh Bay or Tan San Nhut it did not and does not matter. I was there and I 
am damned proud of my service. 
 
Austin, TX 
August 2010 
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In late January 1970 VP-17 returned to NAS Barbers Point, HI thus ending our 
first P-3 deployment. We immediately began work-up for the next deploymen
NS Sangley Pt, PI with a 3-plane/4-crew and maintenance personnel Det to  
U-Tapao AB, Thailand. This deployment commenced in late October 1970. 
 
The deployment saw periods of intense activity by the North Vietnamese and the 
VC as they built up thei
w
Market Time missions became more intense as we attempted and did stop much 
of this infiltration. My crew saw one particular period when in December
were at U-Tapao AB and flew Market Time missions for eight consecutive days 
over Christmas. It was during this time, th
C
 
In early May 1971 this deployment ended and we returned to NAS Barbers Pt. 
immediately transferred to instructor duty at Fleet Aviation Specialized 
Operational Tr
fl
 
In 1975 I returned to the VP Navy when assigned to VP-47 home ported at NAS 
Moffett Field. From May 1975 through December 1979 I made three Westpac 
deployments with this squadron. It was the finest tour of duty I spent in my 
naval career. 
 
In conclusion, there have been some brothers serving their own agenda that 
have said to me that I and sailors like me did not serve in-country in Vietnam. To 
these brothers I say check your fa
g
aircraft and
tragic…but it w


